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By: General Counsel – Regulatory Policy 
1025 Eldorado Boulevard 
Broomfield, CO 80021 

 Section 5 - SUPPLEMENTAL SERVICES (Cont’d) 
 
5.2 ADVANCED CUSTOM CALLING SERVICES (Cont’d) 
 

5.2.2 Description of Features (Cont’d) 
 

 
D. Selective Distinctive Alert 

 
Selective Distinctive Alert allows a user to create a list of up to twelve 
telephone numbers form which calls will be distinguished by a special ring or, 
if the line is busy, by a special call waiting tone.  The number of the last 
incoming call can be added to the user’s list even if it is not known. 
When the feature is activated, calls from numbers on the user’s Selective 
Distinctive Alert list have a special ring or special call waiting tone.  Calls 
from numbers not on the list ring normally. 
Using codes entered on the user’s station set, the user can at any time: add 
numbers to or delete numbers from the Selective Distinctive Alert list, and 
activate or deactivate the feature. 

 

E. Selective Call Acceptance, Forwarding 
 

Selective Call Acceptance/Forwarding allows a user to create a list of up to 
twelve telephone numbers from which calls will be accepted or forwarded to 
a user-specified number. 
When the feature is activated, calls from numbers that are not on the user’s 
Selective Call Acceptance/Forwarding list are either routed to an 
announcement that calls are not being accepted or forwarded to a user-
specified number. 
Using codes entered on the user’s station set, the user can at any time: add 
numbers to or delete numbers from the Selective Call 
Acceptance/Forwarding list; specify or change the forward-to number; specify 
how non-accepted calls are treated; and activate or deactivate the feature. 
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